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Abstract 
 
CAD applications provide easy definition facilities as well as precise processing features in industrial applications. These 
features can be achieved with Standard CAD programs. Nevertheless, for introducing applications based on data, these type of 
programs will not be sufficient. Integrating the all necessary information derived from CAD drawings with a database application 
will introduce a system to support control system with necessary parameters and gather processing and machine related 
parameters for further analysis. In this study Profile Drilling and Cutting Machine has been chosen a sample application to 
investigate the related data in CAD drawings to be used and developing a database system. With the application introduced in 
this study profile types, diemenonsions, positions of drills and the surfaces where drills are to be processed are identified and 
stored in database. These information is used by control system for positioning of servo motors. Since the natural structure of the 
drilling process, optimization will be required to reduce overall drilling time. This optimization will be done taking into 
consideration replacement time of drilling tools and distances between the drills. The user interface provide visualization of data 
derived from the drawings. The application developed by using Java programming language derives all necessary data from 
drawings by scanning the file. These data are then stored in MySql database.     
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Developments in technology increase the computer and software usage in every sector and parallel to this, it 
minimizes the faults. In this study, improving the current applications in industry and minimizing the faults are 
aimed, due to, time and cost saving the quality and production amount will be increased.  In manufacturing system, 
CAD/CAM software is widely used approach. Several attempts have been done to scan and interprate the data from 
the drawings [1][2]. Profile Drilling and Cutting Machine, mentioned in this study, is currently in some extend 
manually operated. The models of the profile are made and a precise scaling can be done with these softwares. 
Drawing files should be detected, evaluated and stored in the computer environment automatically. This may be the 
most available step to protect the precision.  
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2. The presentation of current system 
 
Current system is running such that profiles in the drawing files are manually analyzed to find out the coordinate 
information of drilling process and then entering them into the system. Changing the drilling tools are done 
automatically depending on size, coordinate, and hole diameters of the surface for each surface.  
 
Figure 1- Currently working Profile Drilling and Cutting Machine Control System. 
 
Drilling process, depending on the profile type, is done in three axises. In Figure-2. CNC controlled “A Profile 
Drilling and Cutting Machine” is shown. The proceeding profile on the entry conveyor is clamped at the drilling 
machine once it reaches to related coordinates and the holes are drilled by one vertical and two horizontal in total 
three motion controlled spindles. The movements of these spindle along the axis are done synchronously. Beside 
that the profile can be cut in 
angle when necessary. 
 
 
Figure 2- The image of Profile Drilling and Cutting Machine in operation. 
3. The Project Steps 
 
On the current working system, after generating drawing file, the file will be scanned through with the help of the 
software which is prepared in the scope of the study. After scanning process, first of all the components like line, 
circle and text will be picked from the files with their included parameters. The confirmation results should be saved 
in the database table for further analyzing. These tables should be searched again and then, meaningless line, circle 
and text information should be eliminated and useful and meaningful data should be derived and transferred to a 
database table. All found meaningful lines are considered as forming closed box shown in the figure-3. Choosing 
meaningful circles are based on the position of them whether they are inside or outside of these closed boxes. The 
meaningful circles are stored into database with adding all related information  for that box.  
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Figure 3 - An example profile drawing applied analysis process 
 After the detecting all circles positions, they have to be ordered such that the drilling process will be minimized.  
In ordering process, permutation is done for all the holes and the shortest time is taken for minimum processing 
time. In calculation process, the traversing time and the tool change time are used as parameter. After ordering the 
holes, absolute position of the holes and the relative position of the holes to following holes are calculated. stored 
separately. Final values of the holes are stored in the database. 
  
4. The Recognition Of Drawing File 
 
The drawing files created in AutoCad program, supports lots of file formats but it is generally saved as DWG file 
extension. It is difficult to analyze the file to gather related data. DXF is one of the other used file extension and this 
is mostly label structured [5]. These labels includes general rules used in the file, figures like lines and circles’ 
coordinate information and properties and  are easy to understand. In this study, the circles and lines represents 
mostly the useful data and the information of these figures are processed. Therefore first process is chosen to 
convert DWG file to DXF file, Figure – 4. 
 
Figure 4- File format convertion. 
In Figure 5; drawing screen display of a circle drawn in AutoCad program. In figure 5; belonging to this drawing, 
a block is given which is a the part of the drawing object approximately with 4000 rows and stored in a DXF 
extended file. 
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Figure 5 - A circle drawn in AutoCad program. 
 
Figure 6- DXF file content belonging to circle drawing. 
Inside of drawing files, there are lots of information such as some standard properties of the document, layer 
structures and their names, font type and font size of explanation and declaratives information, etc. In the scope of 
the study, only the coordinate information of the related figures will be used. Because of this reason, this appropriate 
figures should be chosen and  identified for drilling and profile information indicated in the drawing file, should be 
found and debug process is being hold. 
 
 
 
 
Read the words till the end of the file 
  If word ==”Line” then write the related parameters to the line table 
  If word==”Circle” then write the related parameters to the Circle table   
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Figure 7 - Informations Belong to a Circle and a Line Object 
A circle as it is seen in figure 6; begins with “CIRCLE” statement and it ends width “0” before the next 
“CIRCLE” statement. The block between these two labels, includes the related drawing object’s information. 
Similar to this, A block for a line starts with “Line” statement and ends with “0”. The other labels belong to these 
objects are shown in Table 1 
Table  1 - Some important labels used in DXF files. 
Label Meaning  
8 Layer  
10 X Axis Start Coordinate  
11 X Axis End Cooridnate (Line)  
20 Y Axis Start Coordinate  
21 Y Axis End Coordinate (Line)  
30 Z Axis Start Coordinate  
31 Z Axis End Coordinate (Line)  
40 Circle radius (Circle)  
 
Analyzing the Drawing File 
 
In the scope of the study, a scanner program is prepared by means of programming language of Java [3][4] and, 
defined to analysis the file line by line. The labels found in analyzing stage are collected and compared with the 
available labels given in Table 1. Then Circle and Lines are stored in the database including their related data. For a 
sample over 500.000 rows are analyzed and only 200-250 rows of useful information are detected. This allowed 
faster and safer analyzing for further processes. From these rows, x, y and z coordinate information of the starting 
and ending points for lines and x, y, z coordinates of the centre position of the circles and their radius data are used. 
 
The Process of Transferring to Database 
 
In the following stage, the scanning and detecting process of saved information in the database take place. In the 
program, first of all, LINE table is analyzed and the information of starting and ending coordinates of lines are 
checked across. If a Line’s ending coordinates come up to the other line’s starting/ending coordinates, it is 
considered that they are the continuation of one another, so ongoing this way and the ones making boxes are defined 
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as a profile. These are transferred to the profile table together with the coordinate data belonging to these lines. i, j, k 
parameters used in stated processes represent the ID values of the holes in the database and after each process, it 
indicates the further ID. 
The lines transferred in the profile table and defined a closed box is again analyzed in a loop, then the circles 
which are at the inner sides of these lines are named as holes. Among the information of each circles, these circle’s 
center x, y and z coordinates and radius information is found. If the center coordinates of these circles are in the 
limits of this closed box, drilling point coordinate is being detected. 
 
The Last Shape of Information 
 
After all scanning process, defined profile as it is identified in figure 8, reference x, y z coordinates is detected and 
according to this coordinate, the profile length, the relative or absolute hole coordinates are collected an stored in 
another table. 
 
 
Figure 8 - Reference points and axis used in scalling process 
 
5. Optimization 
After all these analysis, the final database should be analyzed again to complete the work in minimum time. In 
this analyzing process, we should first evaluate the diameter of the tools which will be used for drilling process. 
During the drilling process, changing of drilling taps will causue losing time, it will be more effective to drill the 
holes which have same dimension and then change the tools for different size. To find out the shortest period of 
time, the duration of tool change and the movement period between the holes should be evaluated for each surface. 
In the application of drilling process in figure 9-a, twice tool change are needed. However, in figure 9-b for the same 
profile, drilling process order is arranged differently therefore it is not required to tool change in drilling but this 
time the movement between the holes becames longer. 
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Figure 9 Example of drilling hole procession 
 
 
Among the current optimization methods, for the 
situation of completing the whole holes in the axis, 
“The Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP)” can be 
used as optimization.  But, the  problem is not suited 
to this method, since three drilling tools has to move 
together in one axis, while independently in others. 
So it comes up with 3 dimensional optimization 
problem. Although there have been 2D application 
by TSP algorithm[6], this case is more complicated 
issue.  
In the drawing files, an object is defined in terms 
of drilling class for each surface to be drilled of. In 
the drilling class, the variable which represents the x coordinate is defined as static to enable all tools to move 
together along the axis. When a drilling object which belongs to a surface is moved the other surfaces drilling 
objects moves in the same way.  Last array which represents the last order of optimization process is formed. In this 
array, the first value is taken as 1 then beginning from the hole numbers it must be decreased. For example, for a 
drawing file which has 5 holes on it, the last array will be 1 – 5 – 4 – 3 – 2. 
Permutation method is used in the calculation of possible solutions. The duration of completing drilling process 
is calculated when each possible solution is considered. If the duration after each calculation is shorter than the 
former calculation, the result of the calculation and the new order are accepted as a solution. After the calculation 
process, this possible solution is checked if it is the last permutation or not.  Based on this information either a new 
permutation is formed or the minimum calculation duration and the order is accepted as a final solution. While the 
optimization process is being done, the process stages are followed below.  
6. Results  
 
The application program prepared by the scope of the study considers all the situations and giving the best result. 
But the calculation of all these result make the software slower and late response. The drawing file used in testing 
stage has totally 13 holes and for these 13 holes 
  
If Rset.startx[i]=Rset.startx[j] ve Rset.starty[i]=Rset.starty[j] then  
      Combine the lines 
      a=i 
      If Rset.endx[j]=Rset.startx[k] ve Rset.endy[j]=Rset.starty[k] then 
          Combine the lines 
          b=j 
               … 
      If Rset.endx[j]=Rset.endx[k] ve Rset.endy[j]=Rset.endy[k] then 
          Combine the lines 
          b=j 
               … 
If Rset.startx[i]=Rset.endx[j] ve Rset.starty[i]=Rset.endy[j] then 
      Combine the lines 
               … 
Add a record of closed box in the Profile table with found a, b, c, d 
index numbers 
HoleCount = Totally hole count 
Create Left and Top  class of Drill object type 
SurfaceNames[ ] = surface names of LASTHOLE table  
XCoord[ ] = x coordinate of LASTHOLE table 
YCoord[ ] = y coordinate of LASTHOLE table  
HoleDiameter[ ] = diameter of LASTHOLE table 
End[ ] = end of optimization. 
While NextPerm[ ] = End[ ] loop 
          NextPerm[ ] =  Find the new next permutation 
          LastDuration = Calculate Last Duration of NextPerm[ ] 
          LastDuration < MinDuration then MinDuration = LastDuration 
MinTime is display 
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(13-1)! = 12! =479.001.600 
 
possible solutions will be considered. The analyzing of all these results depending on the configuration of the 
working computer takes almost more than 15 minutes. 
 
Therefore, in drawing files, which have so many holes, reaching the result may cause waste of time. 
 
Sample Results 
 
Sample Calculation1 
Total permutation time: 479.001.600 
Best permutation order number: 43.371.694 
Best duration of completion: 94,438 seconds 
Movement speed: 0.02 second/millimeter 
Tool change duration: 10seconds 
Best drilling order:  
1 – 3 – 2 – 13 – 8 – 10 – 7 – 6 – 11 – 12 – 9 – 4 – 5  
 
Sample Calculation2 
Total permutation time: 479.001.600 
Best permutation order number: 43.038.454 
Best duration of completion: 534,438 seconds 
Movement speed: 0.02 second/millimeter 
Tool change duration: 120seconds 
Best drilling order:  
1 – 3 – 2 – 12 – 9 – 7 – 6 – 10 – 11 – 13 – 8 – 4 – 5  
 
7. Conclusion 
 
In this study, it is aimed to introduce a tool for a machine to utilize the valuable data included in drawing files. 
For this purpose all relevant data from standart drawing file is gathered for using control purposes. Furthermore, 
optimization of drilling is studied. Since three different surface has to be considered together, a complicated 
optimization method is needed. A simple optimization method to find best possible order for drilling process is 
evaluated.  In further stages the results of this application and the other application softwares prepared by using the 
other current optimization methods can be compared. Besides that, minimizing the calculation period of all proceses 
done by the algorithms will be studied to shorten the execution of the time.  
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